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§1. Introduction. One of the basic results in the studies of weak systems of
arithmetic is Parikh's theorem. In this paper we will .be interested in an extension of

this theorem and, most of all, in further applications of the model theory that is used to

prove it. We will first restate Parikhs theorem for 1A0: if O(x y) is a A0-formula
and it is. the case that IA F- V x 3 y --O( x, y-), then, for some term t(x) in the

language of IAO we will have: 1A0 F- V x 3 y < t( X-) 9(x , y-),. The original proof can

be found in (2, Thins., 4.3, 4.4).

We can prove this theorem by means of a rather simple application of the

compactness theorem. The main application of this theorem is in the proof of the fact

that a weak theory of arithmetic like 1A0 can not prove the totality of functions that have

exponential growth. As it stands however, we can use the same kind of technique to

prove similar results for 113-statements. We will prove these results for IA0, but they

are easily seen to hold for other (weak) theories as well. We fix as our language the set

{0, S, +, . } of non-logical symbols and stipulate that IAo will be the theory obtained

from Peano's arithmetic by restricting the induction scheme to Ao-formulae.

§2. Result. We will formulate a theorem for 113-statements that follow from

IDO.

THEOREM 2. 1. Let A(x, y, z) be a Do formula in the language. we fixed above.

Suppose IAOF- Vx3yVzA(x, y, z). Then a sequence of terms tj(vj), t2(vl, v2),...,
tk(vl,..., vk) in the language TIA0 exists such that.,

IAOF- bx13Y1<t1(x1)dx23-Y2<t2(X1, X2) ...3yk<tk(x1, ..., xk) VXk+1

[A(xi, Y1, x2) v... v A(xl, yk, xk+1)].

REMARKS 2.2. It is easily seen that, by substituting in the above theorem for the

formula A(x, y, z) the formula B(x, Y) A (z =-z), we get Parikh's theorem back as it

was formulated for t12-consequences of IA0. On the other hand, from
Vx13Y1<t1(x1)Vx23y2<t2(X1, x2) ...3yk<tk(Xl, ..., Xk) VXk+1

[A(x1,.Y1,. x2) v...v A(xl, yk, xk+1)]
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we can infer again flx3yVzA(x,. y, z), although the former stAterdefit may well be

situated higher up in the arithmetical hierarchy. It has to be noted at this point that we
lack the scheme of 1-collection in IAO. Otherwise, in the presence of this scheme, the

formula above would be equivalent to a n1-statement.

This result is a weak analogue of a similar result in the context of bounded arithmetic

(cf. 1, Ch. V, Thm. 4.29).

PROOF. Assume that IAO F- Vx3yVzA(x, y, z) for some Do-predicate A(x, y, z).

Suppose, for a contradiction, that there is no sequence of terms tl(vl), t2(v j, v2), ...,
tk(vl, ..., vk) in the language YrAo, such that IDo "proves the expression:

Vx13Y1<tl(xl)Vx23Y2<t2(x1, x2) ...3yk<tk(xl, ..., xk) dxk+1

[A(xj, yl, x2) v...v A(xj, Yk, xk+1)J
We add a new constant a1 to the language TjA0 of IAo and claim that the following

theory is consistent: IDo+T, where F is the set of sentences of the form:

-,3Y1<tl(a1)b'x23Y2<t2(a1, x2) ...3yk<tk(a1, ..., xk) dxk+1

[A(al, yl, x2) v...v A(a1, yk, xk+i)J,
for any sequence tl(vl), t2(vl, v2), ...tk(vi, ..., vk) in the language Alpo. We will first

prove this claim: if IDo+T had been inconsistent, there would have been a derivation in

IA of a sentence of the form -,yl v... v gym for some sequence yl,..., yr e F. Hence
a set of terms {t j(v1),..., t 1(vj,..., vk1),..., t 7(vl),..., t tC"m(v1,..,, vkm)} would

have existed such that:

IAOF- (3Y7< t l(al)Vx23Y2< t (al, x2)...3yk<t j1(a1, ..., Xk1)VXkl+l

{A(al, Yi, x2) v... v A(al, Yk1, Xk1+1)Dv... V

(3Y1< tT(a1)Vx23Y2< tY(al, x2)...3ykm<t f1°(al, ..., Xkm)V.Xkm+1

[A(aj, yl, x2) v...v A(al, Ykm, xkm+1)J)

Now let uj(vj),..., un(v1,..., vn) for n = max{kl,..., km} be a set of terms such that
for all j _< m, i:5 kj, IDo proves Vv1...vi ul(v1,..., vl)>tt(v1,..., v;). We can infer:

1AOF- 3y1< ul(al)Vx23Y2< u2(al, x2)...3yn<un(al, ..., xn)Vxn+l

[A(al, yl, x2) v...v A(al, yn, xn+1)J,

and thus we can conclude:

IAOF- Vx13yj< u1(xl)Vx23Y2< u2(xi xn)Vxn+l

[A(xi, Y1, x2) v...v A(xi, Yn, xn+1)J),

contrary to our original hypothesis that there could not be such a sequence of terms

ul(v1),..., un(vl,..., vn)
We can now conclude that there is a (non-standard) countable model s?X k IAO+T. With

this model as a start, we will infer that there 'is a model T k IDo, such that the
expression Vx3yVzA(x, y, z) is false in Z. To this end we will define sets of elements

of the domain of 2 in order to constitute, in a- step-by-step, way, the domain of our new

model. For this purpose, we need the following definition.'
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For every sequence of terms u:= u j(v j);..., un(vl,..., vn) of progressive arity of

length n, the set of u- sequences in 21 is defined as follows:

<cl, ..., cn> is a ul(v1),..., un(vl,..., vn) -sequence in X21 if and only if-

i. <cl, ..., cn> is a finite sequence of elements of dom(521);

ii: a sequence <a1, ..,., an+i> of elements of dom(s21) exists such for all jE IN,

1<_j<_n, S21 k cj<uj(al,..., aj) and 21 k -,A(a/ , cj, aj+1)A- X< aj+1-iA(al, cj, x).

As it is clear that, for any sequence <cl, ..., cn> that is a u- sequence in s21 for given

terms u, the sequence <a1, :.., an+,> that satisfies the second condition of the
definition above is unique, we will refer to this latter sequence with the term witnessing

sequence for <cl, ..., cn>. Here is what we should know about: a-_ sequences in W.

1. There is a sequence of terms u such that <a1> is a u- sequence in W.

2. If u = ul(vl),..., un(Vj,..., vn) is a sequence of terms, <ct, ..., cn> is a

u- sequence in 91, <al, ..., an+l> a witnessing sequence for <cl, ..., cn>,
t(vl,..., vn+1) a term in -TIDO, d an element in the domain of S21 such that

an+1) , then a sequence of terms u' = vn)

vn+1) exists such that <cl, ..., cn, d> is a u' sequence.

1. This follows by taking u:= ul(vl) = v1+1. Condition i is trivially
fulfilled. As to condition ii, it suffices to remark that S21 is a model for T

and therefore it will be the case that S21 k 3Y1<a1+1 Vx2A(al, Y1, X2)

We can conclude that the set {ze dom(%)Is21 k -,A(al, a1, z)} is Do-

defined (in 21) and non-empty, so it will have a smallest element a2 in

dom(s2f). The sequence <a1, a2> is a witnessing sequence for <a1>.

2. Let <cl, ..., cn> be a uj(vj),..., un(vl,..., vn) - sequence in 21, with

witnessing sequence <a1, ..., an+1>. Let u' be the sequence u1(v1),...,

Vn), Vn+1), where Vn+1) is, exactly

t(vl,..., vn+1)+1. In order to show that <cl, ..., .cn, d> is a IT-
sequence in 2f, for d an element such that S21 k d<_t(al,..., an+1), it is

clearly sufficient to demonstrate that there is an element b in the domain

of 1 such that Z1 k -iA(a1, d, b). Again, as Z1 is a model for T, we

have:

21 k VY1<u1(a1)3x2V y2<u2(al, X2) ...b'Yn<un(a1, ....,. xn) 3Xn+1

VYn+1<un+l(al, ..., xn+I) 3Xn+2

[-,A(alj, Y1, X2) A..,A Yn, Xn+])A -,A(a1, yn+l, xn+2)l

Because <cl, , .., cn> is a u- sequence, we must have;
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3X2>_a2Vy2<u2(al,.x2) ...Vyn<un(al, ..., xn) 3xn+1

V yn+1 <un+l (al, o xn+1) 3xn+2

[-A(al, cl, x2) A...A -A(al, Yn, xn+l)A -iA(ah yn+L xn+2)1. f

Assuming that all terms in 21AO are non-decreasing in any variable, we

can conclude:

21 k Vy2<u2(al, a2) ...b'yn<un(al, a2,..., xn) 3xn+1

VYn+1<un+1(ai, a2, xn+1) 3xn+2

[-,A(al, CL a2) A..,A ,A(al, Yn, xn+1}A -iA(ai, Yn+1 xn+2)1

By repeating this exactly n times, we- obtain:

21 I= Vyn+1<un+l (al, a2, ..., an+1) 3xn+2-1A(al, yn+1; xn+2)

On the other hand, by monotonicity, we have:

21 k d<_t(al,..., an+l) which is the same as 9J k d<un+l(al, a2, an+1)

Evidently there is a smallest element b in the domain of SZC such that

-,A(al, d, b) is true in W. This completes 2.

We select elements in the domain of 2X by means of the. next definition.

A:= {ce dom(%): 3 u- sequence <c1, ..., cn> in 2C such that Wk C<cn}.

We will show that A is closed under multiplication. Since A is clearly downwards

closed, it is sufficient to show that A is closed under squares. Let c be an element of

dom(S2T), such that W k c<cn for some u-sequence <cl, ..., cn> in W. For the
witnessing sequence <a1, ..., an+,> for <ct, ..., cn>, it is surely the case that
% k C,<un(al,..., an) and. hence s2I k Cn2<un(al,..., an)2, so that we can invoke 2.

above to produce a sequence of terms usuch that <cl, ..., cn, cn2> is a u' sequence.

We can now safely define our model T as the substructure of s?X with base set A. It is

clear that 0 will satisfy the same Ao- formulae as 2X did satisfy and therefore it will

again be a model of IAO. We now claim: 0 X Vx3ydzA(x, y, z).

Consider the element al in dom(W). By T. above we also have that a1 is an element of

dom(e). We claim: 0 k -,3yVzA(al, y, z). Suppose, for a contradiction that for, some

co in dom(T ), k 'VzA(al, co, z). Then there would be a sequence of terms u: =

ul(v1),..., un(vl,..., vn) and a u- sequence <cl, ...,. cn> in 2I such that for the same

element co in dom(2X) we have: SZX k cp5cn. By definition this implies:, 21 k co<un(aj, ,
an). By 2. above, we can conclude that there is a sequence of terms u' such that <cl,

..., cn, co> is a u' sequence. As -a consequence, if <at, ...-, an+1, a> is a witnessing

sequence for <cl, ..., cn, co>, then we trivially have SI k a:56 , so for a certain

sequence of terms 0' <c l, ..., cj,,.co, a> is a 0'-sequence. This means that a is in the
domain of 0, so we will have T k -,A(al, ca .a). This completes the proof.
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